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Abstract-The numbers of bit operations (br) required for matrix multiplication (MM), matrix inversion 
(MI). the evaluation of the determinant of a matrix (Det). and the solution of a system of linear equations 
(SLE) are estimated from above and below. (For SLE the estimates are nearly sharp.) The bit-complexity 
classes turn out to be different from the arithmetical complexity classes for those problems, for instance, 
bt(MM) = o(br(Det)) while MM and Det require the same number of arithmetical operations within a 
constant factor. The bit complexity gives a more refined measure of stability of algorithms than their 
condition. In panicular the study shows that the large condition of the so called APA algorithms of small 
degrees for MM causes only reasonable growth of their bit time which suggests that fast APA algorithms 
are practically efficient. A new extension of the class of APA algorithms is introduced. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Substantial progress was recently made in the study of matrix multiplication (hereafter referred 
to as MM) and of several computational problems of linear algebra related to MM, see part 1 
of [ 181 for a survey. So far the main efforts have been concentrated on the decrease of the 
number of arithmetical operations involved in the algorithms for those problems. In this paper 
we will continue our investigation begun in [ 15-171 and will arrive at the similar estimates for 
a more universal and more comprehensive measure of the complexity of those algorithms, that 
is, for the numbers of bit operations involved. 
The bit operations are defined as Boolean operations so that every arithmetical operation 
(as well as the evaluation of certain elementary functions such as square roots, logarithms and 
so on) performed over finite binary numbers can be replaced by a certain number of bit operations. 
We chop or round-off the fractions in the binary representation of the operands and of the 
outputs of arithmetical operations to sufficiently many binary digits such that a prescribed 
precision of the computed approximations to the outputs is assured in the given domain of 
definition of the input variables. Under that assumption we minimize !?e number of bit operations 
involved in our algorithms, see the definitions of Sec. 3. We will also show how those bounds 
can be extended to estimating the bit-operation complexity of the exact solution in the cases 
where the inputs are integers and then we may use scaling for the further extension to the cases 
where the inputs are binary numbers with chopped fractional parts (mantissas). 
The bit-operation complexity is a more complete measure of the efficiency of algorit.lms 
than just the number of arithmetical operations involved because the former measure charac- 
terizes also the stability of the algorithms. On the other hand, the concept of the bit-operation 
complexity enables us to refine the customary definitions of stability and condition. Let us 
demonstrate this by evaluating the efficiency of the so-called any precision approximation 
algorithms (APA algorithms) for MM introduced in [5], compare also [3,4]. Several APA 
algorithms for MM involve substantially fewer arithmetical operations than any conventional 
algorithm may do. That phenomenon takes place already for the problems of MM of small size, 
such as 6 x 2 by 2 x 1 MM, that is, for the multiplication of 6 X 2 matrix by a vector[4]. 
+The results of this paper (except for Theorem 4 and for the concept of segmented i algorithms) have been 
presented at SIAM Conference on Applied Linear Algebra, Raleigh, North Carolina, 1982. Supported by the NSF 
Grant MCS 8203232 and by G.N.I.M. of C.N.R. 
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The theoretical importance of APA algorithms has been almost immediately recognized when 
they appeared, but those algorithms have not been customarily accepted so far as an efficient 
means of practical computation due to their instability. However. we should ask whether the 
benefits of rapidity cost more than the disadvantage of instability in the case of APA algorithms. 
We need a quantitative measure for making such a comparison. The bit-complexity estimates 
are (so far) the only available convenient measure of that kind. In particular, those estimates 
suggest that several APA algorithms can be efficiently used for practical computations in the 
cases where about one half of the actual single precision of a computer would assure the required 
accuracy of the outputs. Putting this differently, see also Sec. 6 below. the same precision of 
the outputs can be assured for the same problems of MM in both cases: if conventional algorithms 
are applied and s digits are used in order to represent every operand and every output and if 
APA algorithms of degree d are applied and about Cd + 1 )s digits are used. For many problems 
of MM (including the cited case of 6 X 2 by 2 x 1 MM) the efficient APA algorithms have 
degree 1 (so it is sufficient to use about 2s digits representing the operands and outputs of those 
algorithms) and that 2s can be substantially smaller than the single precision of a computer on 
which such algorithms are to be implemented. (The practical efficiency of APA algorithms for 
MM and for some other computational problems has been recently confirmed by the numerical 
tests performed by Bruno Codenotti at the I.E.I. of C.N.R. in Pisa, Italy.) We believe that the 
economization of the number of bit operations should be considered one of the main objectives 
of the algorithmic design and furthermore that for several algebraic computational problems 
efficient algorithms could be sought in the form of bit algorithms (rather than in the form of 
arithmetical algorithms) whenever this promises any substantial reduction of the total number 
of bit operations involved. To illustrate that point of view, we will consider one natural and 
promising extension of the class of APA algorithms in the last Sec. 7 of the present paper. 
Here is a brief statement about the contents of other sections of this paper. In the next 
section we recall the known estimates for the number of arithmetical operations required for 
MM and for some related computations in linear algebra (these estimates will be used only for 
a comparison with the bit-complexity estimates for the same problems). In Sec. 3 we define 
the model of our study and give the formal definition of the bit-operation-complexity. In Sec. 
4 we list some estimates for the bit-operation complexity of MM and of some related compu- 
tational problems of linear algebra. The bit-complexity classification of those problems sub- 
stantially differs from their arithmetical complexity classification. In Sec. 5 we comment on 
the proofs of some of those estimates given in [P84] and prove the lower bound on the bit 
complexity of the evaluation of the determinant of a matrix. In Sec. 6 we compare the information 
provided by the estimates for the bit complexity and for the condition of algorithms and apply 
that information in order to judge about the efficiency of APA algorithms. 
2. ARITHMETICAL COMPLEXITY OF SOME COMPUTATIONAL PROBLEMS 
OF LINEAR ALGEBRA 
In this section we will recall that several computational problems of linear algebra such 
as the evaluation of the determinant of a matrix (hereafter referred to as Det), matrix inversion 
(Ml), and solving a system of linear equations (SLE) can be reduced to matrix multiplication 
(MM) and can be solved fast if MM is performed fast[20]. We will also recall that there exists 
the converse reduction of MM to each of the problems Ml and Det[ 14.81 (see also [6, I 1,131 
on the reduction of some other problems to MM). 
More formally, let MM(n), Det(n), Ml(n), SLE(n) designate the problems MM, Det, Ml. 
SLE, respectively, in the cases where the input matrices for these problems have the size II x n. 
Let ar(MM(n)), ar(Det(n)), ar(Ml(n)), ur(SLE(n)) designate the minimum numbers of 
arithmetical operations required for the latter computational problems. Let n + x. Then 
ur(Det(n)) = O(ur(MM(n))), @Ml(n)) = O(ur(MM(n))), 
ur(SLE(n)) = ur(O(MM(n))), @MM(n)) = O(ur(Det(n))), 
&MM(n)) = O(ur(Ml(n))). 
(1) 
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Equation (1) immediately implies that all of those four problems. that is, MM(n), Det(n), Ml(n) 
and SLE(n). can be solved in O07w) arithmetical operations where cu = 2.495. . , 191. The 
latter time bound is compatible with the space bound .O(r7’) [ 181. 
It is an interesting open problem whether ar(MM(n)) = O(ar(SLE(n))). 
3. THE BIT COMPLEXITY OF ALGEBRAIC COMPUTATION (DEFINITIONS) 
Our next objective is to present the bit-complexity estimates for the above four problems 
(MM, MI. Det and SLE). In this section we will define an appropriate model for estimating 
the bit-complexity which can be used for the above problems as well as for other problems of 
algebraic computation. 
We will start with a certain algorithm for a given computational problem and will assume 
that the computations are performed with the real or complex numbers represented with a certain 
finite number s of binary digits. Then every operation of the algorithm can be reduced to a 
certain number of Boolean operations that we will call bit operations. 
This way we will compute the real or complex outputs with a certain error. That error and 
the number of bit-operations depend on the choice of s. We may choose the constant or variable 
s for all operations of the algorithm. In both cases we may define the values of s by prescribing 
a certain upper bound E on the magnitudes of the errors of the computed approximations to the 
outputs and by minimizing the number of bit operations involved in the algorithm under the 
latter requirement. The latter minimum number of bit operations will be called the bit-operation 
complex-i& of the given algorithm. More precisely, we will consider the matrix AZ(V) of the 
absolute output errors in a certain domain D of definition of input variables V and will require 
that a norm of that matrix be bounded by a certain tolerance value E. Then we will minimize 
the number of bit operations in the algorithm under the latter requirement. That minimum 
number will be called the bit complexi? of the algorithm in the domain D under the tolerance 
The domain D must be chosen such that the magnitudes of inputs and outputs remain 
bounded in the domain D = D(h4, N) by certain constants M and N, respectively, because 
otherwise we would arrive at the infinite bit complexity. The minimum bit complexity in all 
algorithms for a given computational problem will be called the bit complexity of that problem. 
One may try to modify our definitions by simply bounding the relative error of the outputs 
for a given input value. That may lead to some difficulties, however. For instance, if X and Y 
are two matrices such that XY = 0. X Z 0, Y # 0, then arbitrarily small perturbation of X or 
Y may lead to the relative error 1 so that we need to involve the infinite number of bit operations 
in order to assure the relative error less than 1. Our definitions avoid such difficulties. 
Formally, our bounds on the magnitudes of inputs, outputs, and output errors can be written 
as follows: 
ID’// 5 hi’, IlZW,ll 5 N, (2) 
jld(Z(V))lI = /Z*(V) - Z(V)I/ 5 E if V E D. (3) 
Here V is the matrix of the inputs to the problem; Z(V) and Z*(V) are the matrices of the outputs 
of the problem and of the computed approximations to them, respectively; IlW!l is a given norm 
of a matrix W: E. M, N are non-negative constants. In particular, V represents the pair of n x n 
matrices X and Y. Z(V) = XY for MMO7); V is an n X n matrix X for Ml(n) and Det(n); 
Z(V) = X-’ for MI(n): Z(V) = det X for Det(n); V represents an 17 X n matrix X and an n 
vector v, Z(V) = X-‘v for SLE. We will use the Euclidean norm for matrices and vectors. In 
the cases of MM(n) and SLE(r7). we will modify (2) as follows: 
llXl1 5 M’, //Y/i I M” (for MM(n)), (4) 
(IX/l 5 M. //v/l 5 M’. /IX-‘// I N (for SLE(n)). (5) 
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Hereafter bt(A, D, E) will designate the bit time of an algorithm A = A(Z( V)) that evaluates 
Z(V) in a domain D with the precision E and 
bt(Z(V), D, E) = minimum bt(A, D, E) (6) 
(we measure the bit time by the number of bit operations involved in the algorithm): bt(s) will 
designate the minimum number of bit operations required in order to add, subtract and to 
multiply two integers modulo s, so that[2,12] 
bt(s) = O(s log s log log s), (7) 
c will designate a positive constant. 
4. THE ESTIMATES FOR THE BIT COMPLEXITY OF SOME ALGEBRAIC 
COMPUTATIONAL PROBLEMS 
Under the above notation, we have the following estimates[ 181 and the next section: 
THEOREM 1 
crz’ log (M’M”IE) % bt(XY, D, E) = O(ar(MM(n))bt(s)), s = O(log(n”M’M”/E)). 
THEOREM 2 
cn2 log(M’NIE) I bt(X-’ v,D E) = O(ar(MM(n))bt(s)), s = O(log(n’SMM’N?lE)). 
THEOREM 3 
cn* log(NIE) 5 bt(X-‘, D, E) = O(ar(MM(n))bt(s)), 
s = O(log n log(n13MN) + log(n*N) - log E). 
THEOREM 4 
(n2 log(M”l(2E)) I bt(det X, D, E) = O(ar(MM(n))bt(s)), 
s = n 1ogM + 16 log n - log E + O(1). 
If M, M’, M’, N are the values of the same order of magnitude, then the above upper 
bounds on the bit-time complexity of MM(n) and SLE(n) are of about the same order; they 
increase roughly logn times in the case of MI(n). The upper and lower bounds in the case of 
Det(n) increase roughly n times comparing with the case of MM(n), so that Det(n) is inherently 
harder than MM(n) in terms of the bit-time involved while the arithmetical time required for 
those two problems is the same within a constant factor (see (1)). 
In the following estimate from [ 181, the upper bound on the bit time for SLE(n) is reduced 
further as E decreases; that bound reaches the lower bound within a constant factor as E + 0, 
so that SLE(n) is solved faster than MM(n) in terms of bit time unless ur(MM(n)) = 0(n2). 
[The latter quadratic upper estimate is plausible but is far from the current best asymptotical 
upper bound O(nw), o = 2.495. . . .I 
THEOREM 5 
bt(X-‘v, D, E) = O(n”bt(s) + n2k bt(s*)) 
provided that o = 2.495 . . . and that 
s > log(8 c n15M2N2), s* > 2s + 2 log(c n14MN), 
k > log(M’/(ME))/(s - 1 - log(2 c n15M2N2)). 
Remark 1. The upper bounds of Theorems l-5 are compatible with only 0(n2s) of 
storage space for the same values of s[ 181. 
If the inputs to the problems MM and Det are integers, then the outputs must be also 
integers. In that case we may apply Theorems 1 and 4 for E < 0.5 and estimate the bit-operation 
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complexity of the exact evaluation of a matrix product and of the determinant of a matrix, 
respectively. Similarly, if the inputs to the problems SLE(n) and Ml(n) are integers, then the 
outputs can be represented as the quotientspldetx wherep and detX are integers, /detX/ I ]]X]]“, 
and X is the input matrix. The set of all possible values of the output entries is therefore a 
discrete set where all distances between every two neighboring points are greater than 1 /]]X]12”. 
Thus it is sufficient to set E I 0.5/)IXll 2n in order to solve the problems SLE(n) and Ml(n) 
exactly and Theorems 2, 3 and 5 define the bounds on the bit-operation complexity on the exact 
solution of those problems. 
5. SOME COMMENTS ON ESTIMATING BIT-COMPLEXITY. 
WHY IS IT HARD TO EVALUATE THE DETERMINANT OF A MATRIX? 
The upper bounds of Theorem 1 are obtained in [ 181 via the Wilkinson’s techniques of 
backward erro: analysis (compare 171). 
Another approach uses modular arithmetic and leads to the upper bounds of the same 
order[ 171. It is tempting to deduce the upper bounds of Theorems 2-4 using Strassen’s reduction 
of SLE, MI and Det to MM[20], and performing with s binary bits in the floating point fractions 
of all operands. (It is customary to ignore the complexity of operating with the exponents of 
binary numbers, which is usually dominated by the complexity of operating with the fractions.) 
This approach, however, would require to perform pivoting (whose cost is about n3/3 bit 
operations) in order to assure (3). Since we seek for o(n3) upper bounds, we should rely on 
the QR factorization of a matrix. We will obtain the desired QR factors via the customary Givens 
rotations rearranged in the block-matrix form (see [ 191 and compare [IO], p. 156). When the 
QR factors of X have been evaluated, the original problems are reduced to the case where the 
input matrix X is triangular. Then X-Iv is evaluated by back substitution; det X is the product 
of diagonal entries of X; 
x_, = 
[ 
X,’ Xrl’X12x~’ 
0 
x,, -1: x = [;I1 y. 
Then using backward error analysis (see [2 I], pp. 209-2 15), we yield the desired upper bounds 
of Theorems 2-4. We decrease the upper bound of Theorem 2 to the bound of Theorem 5 using 
the well-known algorithm for iterative improvement (see [21], pp. 155-156). All of the com- 
putations include MM as their auxiliary blocks. MM is performed using asymptotically fast 
bilinear algorithms. (See the details of that proof in [ 181.) 
The lower bounds of Theorems l-4 are the informational lower bounds on the numbers 
of bits required in order to represent the outputs with the prescribed precision E and to represent 
the inputs with sufficiently many bits so that the input error could not cause the output error 
greater than E. 
Next we will show why the lower bound on the bit complexity of Det(n) is relatively high. 
At first we note that the perturbation of the value of the entry (i, j) of the input matrix X by A 
changes the value of detX by detX(i, j)A. Here and hereafter V(i, j) designates the matrix 
obtained from a matrix V by deleting the ith row and the jth column of V. Therefore we have 
to keep the absolute value of the absolute error d of the input entry (i, j) of X smaller than 
E/jdetX(i, j)f in order to assure that detX is evaluated with the absolute precision E. 
Now consider the case where X = MI, I is the n x n identity matrix, M > 1. Then 
J/X\] = M and detX(i, i) = M”- ’ for all i, so that all of the diagonal entries of X must be defined 
at least with the absolute precision E/M”-‘, that is, log(M”lE) bits must be used in order to 
represent every diagonal entry of X. We may extend the latter bounds to all nondiagonal entries 
of X if we choose X = MPI for P being suitable permutation matrices. This leads to the lower 
bound 12’ log(M”iE) on the total number of bits of the inputs. Since every bit of that input 
information must be processed in order to evaluate detX in the domain (2) and to assure the 
precision E. this also implies the same lower bound n2 log(M”lE) on the total number of bit 
operations required for the evaluation of detX under (2) and (3) where N 2 M”. 
The latter requirement is needed in the above examples (where det X = M”) but it can be 
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Similarly we evaluate also /detW(i, j)l for i St j. The difference with the case i = j is that 
all entries of row j and column i of the matrix W(i, j) equal 1. Therefore subtracting row j from 
all other rows of the matrix W(i, j) and interchanging the rows and columns of that matrix, we 
will arrive at a triangular matrix having n - 1 diagonal entries equal to p - 1 and having one 
diagonal entry equal to 1. That transformation does not change ]detW(i, j)l, so we have that 
(detW(i, j)j = (p - I)“-‘, 
IdetX(i, j)l = a”-’ (p - 1)“-? for i # j, 
detX(i. i) = a”-‘(p - 1)“-‘(p + n - 2) for all i. 
(10) 
We may turn detX and detW into 0 if we choose p = 1 - n. We can see that the values 
of ldetW(i, j)l and IdetX(i, j)l remain large in this case if n is large. Consequently we preserve 
our large lower bounds on the number of bits required in the representation of the entries of X 
and on the number of bit operations involved in the evaluation of detX if we prescribe the 
precision E of the outputs for smaller E. 
Remark 2. The matrix X = aW can be rewritten in the following way, X = [x,, j], x,. , = 
a if i # j, x,. , = b for all i, so that X is a symmetric Toeplitz matrix whose entries take only 
two values, that is, b on the diagonal and Q elsewhere. Such a matrix X for a # 0 and n > 1 
has exactly two eigenvalues, that is, c = b - a is the eigenvalue associated with (n - l)- 
dimensional eigenspace and d = b - a + an = c + an is the simple eigenvaiue. For any 
pair c, d we may easily choose a and b such that c and d are the two eigenvalues of X. 
Remark 3. It is easy to show that for any choice of p # 1 large lower bound on the bit 
complexity of the evaluation of detX, compare (lo), can be preserved if a single entry of X is 
changed so that ]detX\ becomes as small as we like. 
6. THE BIT COMPLEXITY AND STABILITY 
Our proof of the lower bound of Theorem 4 exploits the instability of the problem Det(n). 
Generally stable algorithms for algebraic problems have the bit complexity and the arithmetical 
complexity of the same order of magnitude. The order of magnitude of the bit complexity of 
unstable algorithms may exceed the order of magnitude of their arithmetical complexity by a 
certain factor 9, which can be interpreted as the increase of the precision (that is, of the number 
of digits in the representation) of the numbers involved in the computation comparing with the 
precision s* required in order to represent the outputs with the prescribed absolute error bound 
E in the given domain (2). Thus we may define 9 as follows: 
9 = s/s*, s* = log(NIE), (11) 
s being the average number of bits used in the binary representation of the operands of the 
algorithm. In many cases all operands can be represented with the same number of bits s. 
For comparison the customary definitions[ 1,2 I] of stability and condition of algorithms 
rely on the quantity cond(s*) = 2’-‘“, which very roughly characterizes unstable algorithms 
as ones where 
lim cond(s*) = X. 
,*+7? 
(12) 
Estimating the bit complexity of algorithms we may derive much more refined measure 
of their stability. In particular. Theorem 4 indicates very serious instability of the problem 
Det(rz) and therefore of any algorithm for that problem in the domain (2). On the contrary, our 
estimates of the bit-complexity of APA algorithms of degree d for n x n MM in [ 181 show 
that lim,.,, s/s* = d + 1 in the case of those algorithms, compare (11). This means that 
performing the computation for these algorithms we need to increase the precision of operands 
(that is, the number of bits in their representation) only about d + 1 times even though the 
relation (12) holds in this case and this bluntly suggests to discard those algorithms as unstable 
ones if we rely only on the measure cond(s*). 
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7. SEGMENTED i ALGORITHMS 
It is customary to design algorithms for algebraic problems as sequences of arithmetical 
operations (and sometimes branchings)[2,6,12]. For implementation of such algorithms on a 
computer, one chops the fractions of their operands and outputs to a certain number of bits. It 
is clear that the number of bits involved at all steps of the algorithm should be the main object 
of minimization. Thus we may derive the algorithms not only as sequences of arithmetical 
operations but in different forms if we hope to reduce their bit complexity in that way. The 
following extension of the class of APA algorithms that we call segmented i. algorithms may 
illustrate the ample opportunities of that approach. We will operate with polynomials in i.; all 
coefficients of the resulting polynomials will be considered the outputs. Here are some examples. 
Example 1 
(See Examples 4.2 and 4.3 in [ 151, pp. 12-13.) 
Let m 5 n, let at first the coefficients x, and yp of the two given polynomials be natural, 
and let a natural k exceed log(mx,yp) for all a and /J. Then the coefficients of the polynomials 
P,,,_,(A), Q,,_,(A) and P,_,(l) Qn_ ,(I) can be read from the binary representation of the natural 
numbers P,,,_, (2’), Qn-, (2’) and P,,,-, (2’) Q,-, (2”), so that one multiplication suffices in 
order to solve the problem. The point is that the multiplication has been performed here over 
very large factors, that is, over km and kn-bit integers, with no saving in the number of bit 
operations as the result. Still this approach seems efficient in the cases where the multiplication 
of numbers that are substantially longer than the products mx,ya is not expensive on a given 
computer. Note also that the case where the input coefficients are integers can be reduced to 
the case where they are natural by representing P,_,(L) and Q,- ,(E.) as the differences of two 
pairs of polynomials with natural coefficients. Furthermore, if the coefficients are rational, they 
can be turned into integers by scaling. If they are real or complex numbers, they can be 
approximated by finite binary numbers. 
Remark 4. Due to the simplicity of the latter example, it had to appear somewhere earlier 
than in 1980 but we have no reference at hand and refer to the report [ 151 where that approach 
has been presented and cited in the summary. 
This example can be written as the following segmented i. algorithm (here and in the next 
examples we represent i. algorithms as the products of pairs of polynomials in i.): 
The desired values zt = Zf=, Xiy,_ 1) k = 0, 1, . . , m + n - 2 (where x, = y, = 0 if 
i > m - 1, j < 0, and j > n - 1) are equal to the I.’ coefficients of po. The degree d of that 
segmented 1 algorithm is m + n - 28. 
Example 2 
The multiplication of two complex numbers: 
p. = (x0 + i.x,)(i.y, - y, + E.?y,). 
The values z, = xoyo - x,y, and z, = xoy, + x,y, are recovered as the E. coefficient of p. and 
the %2 coefficient of po, respectively. Here the degree d of the segmented i. algorithm is 2. 
Example 3 
The evaluation of the inner (scalar) product of two vectors, z = x’y = C;t;J xO,yN, that 
is, 1 x n x 1 MM. 
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The scalar product 2 = x’y is equal to the I.“-’ coefficient of po. The degree d of this segmented 
i. algorithm is II - 1. 
Example 4 
The evaluation of the outer product of two vectors zril = x,,yol, i = 0, 1, . . 
k = 0, 1,. . , p - 1, that is, m x I x p MM. 
;,A is equal to the i. w+~ coefficient of p. for each pair i, k. The degree d = mp 
case. 
Example 5 
m x n x p MM, that is, the evaluation of z,~ = Cyl=;,l x,,~,~ for i = 0, 1, . 
X- = 0, I, . . p - 1, compare Examples 4 and 5: 
m - 1; 
1 in this 
m - 1; 
The value z,~ is equal to the id”.“’ coefficient of p. for each pair i, k where d(i, k) = (2~ - 1) 
(ip + k) + n - 1. The degree d of such a segmented i. algorithm is equal to (2n - 1) 
(mp - 1) + 12 - 1. 
The segmented i. algorithms of Examples l-5 can be incorporated into the computation 
for other problems. For instance, Gaussian elimination for SLE, Det and MI can be performed 
using the segmented i. algorithm of Example 4 at every elimination step. The iterative algorithms 
for SLE may include the i. algorithm of Example 5 (for p = 1) at every iteration, which can 
be also used for the QR factorization of a matrix. 
The segmented i algorithms reduce the evaluation over a given field or over a given ring 
of constants F to the evaluation over a ring of polynomials in i. over F. In Examples l-5 all 
outputs are integers if the inputs are integers. The bounds on the inputs define some bounds 
on the outputs. Suppose it is known that the outputs have the absolute values less than k and 
that the degree of the segmented i algorithm is d. Then we may substitute i = 2G, G = log 
K into the i algorithm, perform all computations modulo 2G”‘+‘i (compare Examples 4.2 and 
4.3 in [ 15)). and finally recover the desired output values from the computed binary numbers. 
The extension from the case of integer inputs to the case of finite binary inputs can be done 
via scaling as in Example 4.3 in [ 151 (compare also [ 171). 
Actually the reduction of the number of arithmetical operations has been achieved only by 
the price of increasing the precision of the representation of the operands. However, if such a 
computation is implemented on the computers capable to deal with longer binary numbers as 
with single precision numbers, then the segmented i algorithms can be effective. 
If necessary, the positive degree d can be always decreased by involving more arithmetical 
operations. For instance. we may reduce the 1 X N x 1 MM, N = 3s, to s applications of 
the segmented i algorithm of Example 3 where R = 3, and d = 2. This will still save about 
3i3 operations comparing with the best conventional algorithm for that problem. Similarly, we 
may partition nr X II X p MM into subproblems that can be efficiently solved by i. algorithms 
of smaller degrees. 
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